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n the past decade, the number of women medical students
as equaled or exceeded the number of men. Despite this
rowth, women continue to be persistently and substan-
ially underrepresented in academic medicine.1-4 Although
omen are more likely than men to pursue an academic

areer, they are still underrepresented, constituting fewer
han one-third of all physicians holding academic appoint-
ents nationwide.5-12 Across all medical specialties, only

6% of full professors are women.13 As administrators at
cademic medical centers formulate ways to address gender
isproportions within academic medicine, one factor to

nvestigate is recruitment of women faculty. In 2002, the
ssociation of American Medical Colleges Increasing
omen’s Leadership project recommended that medical

chools “enhance the effectiveness of search committees to
ttract women candidates, including assessment of group
rocess and of how candidates’ qualifications are defined
nd evaluated.”14

The University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine has
racked the percentage of women faculty and, although
here have been improvements, many departments con-
inue to have few women faculty. The Department of Sur-
ery is of particular interest because of the nationwide def-
cit of women in surgery.

Nationwide, only 7 of 301 chairs of surgery in 2005
2%) were women.15 Nationally, women surgeons now
onstitute 16% of faculty at academic medical centers, and
ata from studies reveal that true leadership positions re-
ain elusive for women in academic surgery.16 According

o Department of Surgery statistics at the University of
ennsylvania, in 2007 only 15% of total faculty members
n the Department of Surgery were women.

This article documents some responses to the Gender
quity Initiative at University of Pennsylvania School of
edicine, both school-wide and by the department of sur-

ery. As part of the work of meeting the goals for recruiting
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omen into faculty positions in the department of surgery,
e held discussions with the chiefs of each division within

he department of surgery and the department chair and
eviewed recent faculty searches. In addition, this study
eviews processes put into place at the school of medicine
evel, intended to improve the recruitment process and pro-
ide a framework for monitoring efforts to recruit women
nto faculty positions.

ssues and environment for recruiting women
ased on an internal review of the University’s policies and
ata, the School of Medicine’s Faculty Diversity Working
roup produced a report to the Dean of the School of
edicine covering women’s issues in September 2002.

roadly, the recommendation included tactics to fulfill the
trategy of making “the recruitment, retention and promo-
ion of women part of the overall institutional strategic
lan.” As part of this goal, each department was enjoined to
ormulate a 5-year plan to address the recruitment, reten-
ion, and promotion of women. In addition, a medical
chool committee on gender equity was convened, with
aculty representatives from each department. The initial
ender Equity Committee was very large, consisting of
oth a faculty member and the faculty coordinator from
ach department (total of 28 departments, with �50 mem-
ers on the committee).

ssessing the problem through interviews
o assess existing issues in recruiting women surgical fac-
lty, interviews were conducted with the surgical division
hiefs. It is worth noting that all interviewees in this process
ere men. The interviews were conducted by the Depart-
ent of Surgery representative to the University of Penn-

ylvania School of Medicine’s Gender Equity Committee
SS). Within the Department of Surgery, the Department
hair and Division Chiefs expressed interest in improving

ecruitment of women. In part, these concerns respond to
he emphasis placed on these issues by the School of Med-
cine and University leadership. In addition, there is broad
ecognition that recruiting the best candidates into surgery,
s compared with other specialties, is becoming more dif-
icult, as younger physicians increasingly choose so-called
lifestyle” specialties.17-20 Improving the recruitment pro-

ess can improve the department’s identity and ability to
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ecruit outstanding candidates, regardless of gender. Sev-
ral issues affecting successful recruitment of women sur-
aced in the interviews.

argeted recruiting of women
here were various opinions about whether women were or

hould be specifically identified and targeted for faculty
ositions. To some degree, this appeared to depend on
erceptions of patient desire, such as “many women want a
oman surgeon,” or “because these conditions are more

ommon in men, women are unlikely to enter the field.”
or certain fields, finding women to interview was not a
roblem, “We’ve interviewed many people [for a position
vailable in breast surgery,] and all of them have been
omen.” In addition, there was a great deal of hesitation

bout specifically targeting women, including statements
uch as “I don’t think women should be identified sepa-
ately. If they are good, I don’t care [about gender],” “We
ouldn’t make a particular effort to get a woman to fill the
osition,” “. . . [It] would not be logical to recruit a
oman, we want to recruit the best, but there are a lot of
omen . . .” “I’m not sure you can do anything beyond

ooking at resumes. You can’t put in the ad that you prefer
omen, just as you can’t put that you prefer men, so it is
ard to target recruiting.” “Our primary endpoint is qual-

ty, and a secondary endpoint can be diversity.” “I don’t like
he notion of quotas . . . I think it is bad for women.”

hen to recruit women
ome division chiefs pointed out that they typically hire
rom within the fellowship or residency program, and the
mportant issue is recruiting women into these programs,
ather than at the faculty level.

ifestyle issues
n addition to the recruiting process, participants also
ointed to lifestyle issues that continue to make it difficult
o recruit women into academic surgery. “I would be will-
ng to build something with some flexibility, but I would
ot compromise the fellowship. If you want to be working
ere, you have to work—period.” “Putting off family until

ate is an issue,” “I am aware that women are under a lot
ore pressure than I am.” “It is hard for women to be

verything they need to be and be on the tenure track.”

he need to have women in visible
eadership positions
t is also clear that current leaders recognize this need, but
hat filling those positions can be difficult. “It is important
o always have a woman in the program if you want to
ecruit other women.” “Few women are seeking fellowship
ositions [in a surgical specialty].” “I’m puzzled and

shamed that we have only one tenured woman in the i
urgery department . . . this is a disgrace to the depart-
ent, and we have to correct it . . . if we have no tenured
omen, we will have no women division chiefs, and no
omen in vice-chair positions.”

ack of female mentors
number of faculty cited a lack of women in leadership

ositions in professional societies to serve as role models
nd mentors for young women.

eelings that women choose not to accept
eadership roles
lthough the role of women in the department of surgery
as generally seen as positive, there still remains this feel-

ng. “[Faculty name] has sensitized me. It is good to have
omen around because they make you aware of different

hings. I’m happy to be made aware.” “Women involved
in the surgical profession] greatly improve the scope and
ffectiveness of the culture.” “There are no specific efforts
rom our profession’s societies to increase the number of
omen in [our specialty].” “I wonder if women are more

omfortable referring cases to women. I’m happy to refer to
women surgeons].” “I’m happy to hire women to broaden
hatever it is that women bring to the department” “[fellow
ame] said the faculty position would not allow her to meet
amily obligations” “I try to be sensitive to the needs of a
iverse faculty. This may include being a mom or being de-
outly religious.” “We have women interested [in leadership
ositions,] but they are intimidated by the demands.”

dequate progress in recruitment
ome faculty expressed a belief that adequate progress was
eing made in the recruitment of women faculty, “When I

ook at where we’ve come in 20 years, I don’t really see the
roblem.” “The faculty and staff here don’t exhibit bias.”
We have no issues with equitable salary or promotion [in our
epartment]; we regularly conduct review of this process.” “[I
hink] we are not bad as a department [in recruitment and
etention of women].”

ultural factors
here was an identification of cultural factors in place that

ct as barriers for women. “There are mentorship and
onding issues [with women]; it is hard for women to bond
ith surgical specialties.” “We need child care at this hos-
ital, this is crazy . . .” “If Penn is interested in attracting
omen in general, we need to have childcare . . . this is a
ajor flaw of our health system.” “Sabbaticals should sim-

ly be awarded, they should not have to be earned.” “[Some
ields are] not good for part-time practice.”

mproving culture
ome faculty identified ways that the current culture was

mproving for women in the department. “The fact that
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he clinician-educator track can be a division chief may
elp the cause for women.” Policies were available in the
epartment of Surgery to accommodate women with chil-

ren: “[faculty name] is in a tenure position and has
grants]. She has two kids and has done a ‘clock-stop.’” For
ne extremely competitive fellowship program, “interview
nvitations are gender-blind,” and women applicants “in-
reased from 6.5% to 29% over the previous ten years.” “In
ome ways, having to comply with [new residency work
estrictions] will force us to deal with issues.” “[In a surgical
pecialty] we are seeing a movement to ‘block time,’ which
ill be of interest to women.” “We document everything in
ur faculty search process . . . reasons for [nonacceptance]
re documented for all parties in the recruitment process.”

ossible solutions
thers offered possible solutions for improving the depart-
ent’s culture. “One solution is to learn to work more in a

team fashion.’ The [division name] has learned it. The
verall effectiveness is enhanced when surgeons work as a
eam, and the concept of teams make it easier for women to
e equal members.” “[There is a] willingness to add flexi-
ility to positions, such as the academic clinician track,
hich will allow flexibility because of a reduction in schol-

rship . . . everything is up for reexamination [in recruit-
ent and retention of women in surgery].”
Regardless of the reasons, there was universal agreement

bout the difficulty of identifying and recruiting women
nd the lack of knowledge and resources available to divi-
ion chiefs and search committee chairs involved in the
rocess. There is clearly a great deal of variation in the
rocess, although there did exist some documentation of
earches that included information on women who applied
or open faculty positions. Although many of the social and
ultural issues cannot be easily addressed, it appeared that
here were procedural steps that could assist in the identi-
ication and active recruiting of qualified women for fac-
lty positions in the department of surgery.

trategies for improving the recruitment of women
ased on an internal review of policies and data, the Gen-
er Equity Committee made recommendations about the
ecruitment of women faculty.

ecommendations
irst, all departments within the School of Medicine were
o conduct and submit an annual report with a plan for
aculty recruitment and a common methodology for assess-
ng candidates proposed for recruitment. The annual re-
ort was to include a description of the academic and clin-
cal needs of the department in the context of the strategic

ission of the school and health system, and planned re-

ruitments to address these academic and clinical needs. P
Second, the committee recommended that each depart-
ent devise goals for the recruitment of women faculty in

onjunction with their recruiting plans, which should be
etermined by the department chair or division chief in
ollaboration with the dean.

Third, the committee recommended that promotion
nd retention of women faculty should be both emphasized
nd monitored. One suggestion was for chairs and division
hiefs to receive incentives or bonuses for meeting their
ecruiting goals.

mplementation of strategies
set of revised faculty search committee procedures and

esources was established in a centralized location on the
aculty affairs and professional development Internet home
age.21 Resources established for search committee mem-
ers included an advertising checklist to track completion
f advertising guidelines, a search committee checklist, a
andidate evaluation form, and a list of resource commit-
ents for selected candidates. A key resource was a “recruit-
ent worksheet,” used to track all candidates who submit-

ed applications. Data to be collected on each of the
pplicants included gender, ethnicity, receipt of required
pplication documentation, and the faculty recruiter’s sub-
equent actions (“None�no interest,” “Information gath-
red through phone or email,” “References contacted,” and
Whether candidate was interviewed”).

Specific requirements for the composition of search
ommittees for all tenure track positions, and associate and
ull professor ranks in clinician-educator and research
racks were also posted on the Faculty Affairs and Profes-
ional Development Web site.

Search committee members were to be reviewed and
pproved by the Department Chair, and the office for fac-
lty affairs was charged with reviewing all search commit-
ees as well. The search committee chair was required to
ive the final search committee report to the department
hair to process the recruitment and appointment of the
elected candidate, which is consolidated from reports pro-
ided by all committee members.

Next, procedures for conducting faculty searches were
ompletely revitalized. A national search was already re-
uired for new full-time faculty appointments. Guidelines
ere expanded to state that the position should appear in

ources that are highly visible to women and minority can-
idates, and advertisements were to be placed in a mini-
um of two professional journals.
A list of these sources were posted on the search committee

esources home page, and included the Association of Amer-
can Medical Colleges (AAMC) recruitment services, AAMC

omen in Medicine Specialty Organizations, AMA Women

hysician Specialty Groups, and AMA Resources for Minor-
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ties. The text of the advertisement must be approved by the
niversity’s Affirmative Action office. A completed Affirma-

ive Action form was required to document the search process.
A formal national search letter from the department

hair and search committee was required to be sent to the
elevant departments in all US medical schools, and all
dvertisements and search letters were to be valid for up to
years. Faculty advertisements were also required to be

laced on the Faculty Affairs and Professional Develop-
ent Web site.22

In addition, all members of the search committee should
ave responsibility to identify and recruit qualified women
nd minority persons. The data are tracked by all depart-
ents within the School of Medicine.

ender Equity Executive Committee
he official establishment of a Gender Equity Executive
ommittee was also recommended, with members com-
rising senior female and male faculty. The initial Gender
quity Committee was very large (�50 members). Ulti-
ately, it was too large to meaningfully and proactively

unction. The Gender Equity Executive Committee was
ormed to remedy this issue. The Gender Equity Executive
ommittee consists of about 12 faculty members and func-

ions as the working body of the Gender Equity Commit-
ee. The Gender Equity Executive Committee convened in
006 and meets once a month during the academic year.
he purpose of this committee was to oversee the imple-
entation of these strategic planning recommendations

nd to monitor its progress. This committee is to report
irectly to the Dean, and is to monitor progress toward the
chievement of gender equity goals. The committee is also
o review scholarly activities and track how they differ be-
ween genders. The Gender Equity Executive Committee
s currently working on projects from the following list of
genda items (and others might be added):

. Put together a formal group of senior women faculty
who will be available to meet with prospective recruits.

. Put together a “resource packet” of information for fac-
ulty recruits so that they have information about family
friendly policies, day care, FOCUS programs, and so
forth.

. Meet with department faculty who have established
best practices in the area of “peer mentoring” with the
goal of disseminating those practiced to Chairs/
Division Chiefs so that other departments can take ad-
vantage of these initiatives.

. Consider meeting with small groups of faculty so that

current issues can be identified (focus groups). a
ender Equity Recruitment and Retention Fund
Gender Equity Recruitment and Retention Fund was

stablished by the provost’s office to promote the recruit-
ent and retention of senior women (associate professor or

igher) in the tenure and clinician-educator track in de-
artments where women are underrepresented. This fund
ill provide up to 50% of salary and benefit support for

ecruitments in the first year of appointment, followed by
5% support in the second year. Comparable levels of sup-
ort will be provided for retention efforts, but need not be
pent exclusively on salary and benefits.23 Similarly, a Di-
ersity Recruitment and Retention Fund was established to
ecruit and retain both faculty and students from under-
epresented minority groups and to facilitate research on
iversity in higher education. Although funding for most
rojects was not to exceed $20,000, the fund supports a
ariety of efforts to include implementation of schools’
trategic plans to increase the presence of underrepresented
inorities, research on diversity in higher education, and

rojects to diversify the campus environment.24

reas to Monitor and Improve
o recruit the most highly qualified women faculty, it is
elpful to have women in leadership positions on the fac-
lty. The committee found that, proportionally, the num-
er of female faculty holding leadership positions within
he School of Medicine (17%) compared with male faculty
n the School of Medicine (34%) was extremely low.25 This
roportionally low number of women in positions of lead-
rship is consistent with national percentages, with only
0% of department chairs and 19% of division chiefs being
omen on a national level in 2006.26 To better track this
henomenon, leadership positions were specifically de-
ined as clinical and basic science department chairs, direc-
ors of centers and institutes, senior administrative leader-
hip, hospital senior leadership, and associate and assistant
eans. The Gender Equity Executive Committee was then
asked to collect this data and survey the Chairs and Deans
o set goals for women in leadership positions during the
ext 5 years. Appointments to major School of Medicine
ommittees and to leadership positions were to be docu-
ented in annual departmental reports to the Dean and
ender Equity Executive Committee for review.
Salary equity was identified as another important area

or analysis and tracking, to establish a “women-friendly”
nvironment at the University. Annual review of women’s
nd men’s salaries, by track, position, and title were recom-
ended to be submitted by the Chairs and reviewed by the

chool of Medicine’s Gender Equity Executive Commit-
ee, with apparent inequities to be brought to the Dean’s
ttention and appropriate recommendations to ensure sal-

ry equity discussed with the Chair.
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The Gender Equity Executive Committee acknowl-
dged the inherent barriers that exist to the recruitment of
omen faculty, including the difficulties in relocating

pouse and family. Because of these difficulties, division
nd departmental chiefs were encouraged to document ef-
orts taken to recruit women faculty, and to use innovative
trategies to overcome these barriers to recruitment.

Reinforcing this commitment at the medical school, the
niversity’s Office of the Provost began requiring that in-
ividual schools collect information about the number of
omen in the applicant pool for each faculty search, the
umber who are interviewed, the number who are offered
ositions, and the number who accepted, and the number
f women who served on each search committee. The Uni-
ersity also developed a template to provide a uniform basis
or reporting the details of each search in a report that is
ent to the Provost’s Office at the end of each academic
ear.

esults of recent searches for women faculty at
he University of Pennsylvania
he Department of Surgery began to implement these rec-
mmendations for faculty searches in January of 2003. For
ach search, data were collected about the number of women
nd minorities interviewed for each position, the number of
omen and minorities on search committees, and the number
f women declining a position (see Table 1). At this time
January 2003), 7 of 83 faculty members (8%) in the Depart-
ent of Surgery were female, in contrast to national data of

3% of surgical faculty in 2003.27 Since January of 2003, 47
ob offers have been made by the Department of Surgery, 9
o women (19%) and 12 to minority physicians (26%).

able 1. Faculty Searches in the Department of Surgery,
niversity of Pennsylvania (January 2003 to January 2007)

n %

otal no. of job searches 42 NA
otal job offers 47 NA
otal no. accepted offers 45 NA
o. of women who declined offer 0 NA
otal no. of women offered positions 9 19
otal no. of minorities offered positions 12 26
o. of searches where no women were interviewed 21 50
o. of searches where only 1 women was interviewed 8 19
o. of searches where 2 or more women interviewed 6 14
o. of searches were there was no committee 3 7
o. of searches with insufficient information on
women interviewed 4 10

otal no. of women on search committees 42 NA
otal no. of minorities on search committees 18 NA

A, not applicable.
orty-five of the offers were accepted. Neither of the indi- P
iduals declining an offer was female. A total of 42 women
ere on the search committees (average 0.89 women per

ommittee), and 18 minorities (average 0.38 per commit-
ee). For 21 of the searches, no women were interviewed,
nd for 8 of the searches, only one woman was interviewed.
n only 6 of 42 searches were two or more women inter-
iewed (Table 1).

racking progress: current gender equity status at
niversity of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

t is evident that although some progress has been made,
oom for improvement still exists in the recruitment pro-
ess of women faculty to the University of Pennsylvania
chool of Medicine’s department of surgery. There was
mprovement seen even if all goals were not completely
atisfied. In 2006, there were 12 women faculty in the
epartment of surgery, of a total of 97 faculty members. An

ncrease of 4% women faculty during an 8-year time frame,
or a total of 12% female faculty, appears relatively small,
articularly in light of the fact that �28% of surgery resi-
ents nationwide in 2005 were female.28 This figure is also
lightly below the national average of 16% female faculty in
epartments of surgery nationwide. At this rate of increase,

t will require �30 years for the percentage of women fac-
lty at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

n the department of surgery to equal the current percent-
ge of female residents in surgery nationwide.These improve-
ents reflect a partial effect of the new recruitment policies at

he University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. Support-
ng this trend of improvement, in 2007 the number of women
aculty in the department of surgery increased again from
2% to 15% (seeTable 2 for more current University of Penn-
ylvania and national percentages).

The number of women interviewed in the faculty
earches also shows room for improvement. In half of fac-
lty searches, no women candidates were interviewed, and
wo or more women were interviewed in only 14% of
aculty searches. Factors that can contribute are a reluc-
ance of women to enter academic surgery, and the barriers
o women in academic medicine discussed previously, such
s the constraints of traditional gender roles, manifesta-
ions of sexism in the medical environment, and lack of
ffective mentors and potential unconscious bias by those
n search committees.29 Increasing mentorships and role
odels for women can mitigate some of these issues.
The low number of women faculty on a tenure track is

nother area of concern in need of improvement and mon-
toring. Faculty at University of Pennsylvania School of

edicine fall into two classes: standing faculty and the
ssociated faculty. The standing faculty is composed of two
racks, the tenure track and the clinician-educators track.

robationary periods and the Committee on Appoint-
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ents and Promotions review for promotion apply to both
racks. Permissible ranks in the standing faculty are profes-
or, associate professor, and assistant professor. We also
ave associated faculty in the research and academic clini-
ian tracks. As of 2007, 2 of 24 tenure track faculty in the
epartment of Surgery are women. This is greater than the

006 national percentage of 5.3 (see Table 2), but still a very
ow percentage, and only one of these women is an MD.

ISCUSSION
lthough University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine’s
epartment of surgery continues to strive to improve their
ecruitment and retention of women through the initia-
ives here, other institutions can benefit from similar initi-
tives and strategies. Table 3 outlines the general strategy
hat was undertaken by University of Pennsylvania School
f Medicine. In addition, the University of Pennsylvania
as already undertaken one initiative in this regard, with
he establishment of the FOCUS on Health and Leader-
hip Program for Women. The goal of this program is to
upport the advancement and leadership of women in ac-
demic medicine, and to promote education and research
n women’s health.30 FOCUS has launched a number of
nitiatives designed to help recruit, retain, and promote
omen faculty. Search committees, leadership and faculty
roups are also now receiving a lecture on unconscious
iases that can affect recruitment, hiring, and promotion
rocess, presented by a female department chair and male
ice dean of faculty affairs.

Recruitment of women for key leadership positions is
nother area in which improvement is needed. Although
ive full-professor positions were filled in the 4-year time
eriod considered, no women were interviewed for any of
hese positions. Two hospital surgery department chair po-
itions also became available, which were both filled by
ale faculty and no interviews of female candidates were

able 2. Women in Academic Medicine at University of Pen
University of Pe

% Women Total n

chool of Medicine
Residents, fellows 41 1035
Medical student enrollees (2007) 49 706
epartment of surgery
Residents and fellows in surgery 19 140
Surgical faculty 15 160
Tenured 5 20
On tenure track 8.3 24
Not on tenure track 16.2 136

Nationwide data was all collected from Association of American Medical C
Excludes combined specialty.
onducted. Unfortunately, we do not have access to the
ata needed to examine why no women were identified or
nterviewed for these positions. Interviews of qualified
omen candidates should be conducted for these positions
henever possible, particularly because of the absence of

able 3. Suggestions for Improving the Recruitment and
iring of Women Faculty
tep 1 Establish a formal committee, council, or other acting

group to investigate and improve recruitments and
retention of women faculty.

tep 2 Determine the environment for recruiting women within
the school and within individual departments.

Conduct interviews to establish cultural context of the
school and departments about recruitment and
retention of women faculty.

Review current policies that address or affect the
recruitment and retention of both women and faculty
in general.

Review recent record and process of recruitment and
retention of women faculty.

tep 3 Based on the internal review of policies and data and
other information established in Step 2, develop
school or departments specific recommendations and
possible goals for recruitment and retention of women
faculty.

Recognize that school-wide recommendations should be
rigorous and, at the same time, flexible enough for
each department to implement them in the most
appropriate manner.

Recommendations should include policy
implementations, as well as built-in accountability and
monitoring of recruitment and retention status.

tep 4 Implementation.
Should include easily accessible resources for recruitment

committees and faculty members.
Updated guidelines for faculty recruitments should be

easily accessible and distributed.
tep 5 Monitoring progress.

There should be a longterm standing committee that is
assigned the duty of tracking and monitoring progress
toward newly set goals, as well as continuing to update

ania School of Medicine and Nationwide
lvania Nationwide*

Year % Women Total n Year

2006–2007 42.5 99395† 2005–2006
2006–2007 48.8 69167 2005–2006

2007 28 7418 2005
2007 16.5 10380 2006
2007 1.4 1914 2006
2007 5.3 1637 2006
2007 5.9 3644 2006

data available at http://www.aamc.org/data/start.htm.
nsylv
nnsy
policy and goals when appropriate.

http://www.aamc.org/data/start.htm
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ny female full professors within the department of surgery
aculty. In controlled studies, both men and women select
en before women for leadership positions, despite iden-

ical qualifications and in contradiction to research dem-
nstrating women’s equal or greater leadership efficacy.31

he presence of women faculty in highly visible leadership
ositions is essential, both as an example for and in men-
orship of, future women in surgery; combating ingrained
tereotypes is essential in the committees who will conduct
ecruitment of surgical leaders.

The University of Louisville has achieved notable successes
n its chair searches in the past several years; between 1996 and
001, university administrators recruited women or under-
epresented minority candidates in 50% of chair searches con-
ucted.32 Some strategies recommended include naming at
east one woman and one minority faculty member on the
ommittee, with a total of up to seven committee mem-
ers. Although AAMC guidelines recommend at least two
omen and two minority members,33 this is often not fea-

ible in practice. Committee members should hold the
ank of full professor or tenured associate professor, and the
hair of the committee should be selected by the dean.32

ther AAMC guidelines are available on the recruitment
rocess for medical department chairs, which can be adapt-
ble for recruitment of key leaders in surgical areas.34

Physician administrators at the Mayo Clinic Rochester,
here female physician consulting staff were a full 10%
elow the national average of 25% in 1994, developed
tructured goals for female physician recruiting. Adminis-
rators used a mathematical model based on hiring and
esignation patterns of female physician consulting staff to
roject the rate of female faculty hiring necessary (an in-
rease in 1.5% per year) to achieve parity with the national
verage of female physician consulting staff in 13 years.35

he current progress of this initiative is unknown, but
xemplifies a rigorous system that could be used to system-
tically track progress toward a defined recruitment goal.
he six major “lessons learned” from the Mayo Clinic

tudy for the retention of female faculty included conduct-
ng exit interviews of resignees and surveying candidates
ho declined positions, appointment of a greater number
f qualified women to policy-making committees, provi-
ion of specific and gender-sensitive criteria for the depart-
ents and divisions chair selection process, comparing

ata from Mayo Clinic departments and divisions with
ender data at the national level, the development of men-
orship programs for female faculty members, and the re-
uirement of sensitivity and diversity training for all staff
embers, particularly those in leadership positions. Other

ecommendations included increasing work-time flexibil-

ty, increasing availability of child care options, and provid- n
ng greater opportunities for networking and social inter-
ction among female faculty. Although the overall results of
hese efforts are as yet unknown, the Mayo Clinic’s process
s one example of how institutional data can be used to
evise a quantitative and specific model that leaders can use
o realistically track progress toward recruitment and reten-
ion goals.

For individuals on selection committees for new faculty,
t is important to keep in mind what one researcher has
alled the principle of “mental models of gender,” when
nconscious stereotypes of gender affect the evaluation of a
erson’s performance.36 For example, both men and
omen give lower ratings to works of art, written articles,
r curriculum vitae when they believe they are evaluating
he work of women.37 In addition, an analysis of peer re-
iew scores of applications for postdoctoral positions in
weden—named by the United Nations as the leading
ountry in the world for equality of opportunities for
omen and men—revealed that women applicants had to
e 2.5 times as productive as the average man to receive the
ame score.38 The same study also revealed that the only
ther factor as powerful as gender in influencing an appli-
ant’s overall score is an affiliation with one of the commit-
ee members—indicating the power of nepotism in the
election process as well. To circumvent these effects, uni-
ersities should consider making the review of applicant’s
redentials “gender-blind,” and should consider develop-
ng other ways of evaluating individuals that are not as
ulnerable to reviewer prejudice. The University of Penn-
ylvania approach includes education on unconscious bias
or all search committee members.

There are many other aspects of creating a culture that is
horoughly supportive of women faculty that are beyond
he scope of this analysis. For example, 80% of women
urgical faculty interviewed in one study expressed that
hey had experienced either gender discrimination or overt
exual harassment.39

Facilitating an environment that is supportive of women
nd conducive to professional growth and job satisfaction
s essential in recruiting and retaining talented women fac-
lty.40 Indeed, the factors enhancing faculty retention
ight prove to be an even more critical component of a

aradigm to promote women’s leadership in academic
edicine.41 Many of the gender-based obstacles that
omen face in academic medicine are not of the overt type,
ut rather take a more subtle form—“behaviors, actions,
olicies, procedures, or interactions that adversely affect a
oman’s work because of disparate treatment or impact, or

he creation of a hostile or intimidating work or learning
nvironment.”42 These organizational problems, in combi-

ation with women’s choices, cultural stereotypes, lack of
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ffective mentoring, and constraints in combining family
esponsibilities with professional opportunities result in a
cumulative disadvantage” to women faculty.43 This effect,
n part, might account for the slow pace of change in the
ercentage of women faculty during the past 20 years.
This study outlines efforts undertaken at the department

nd school level and the efforts on recruitment of women
nto the department of surgery at the University of Penn-
ylvania School of Medicine. Although the percentage of
omen faculty in the department has increased from 8% to
2% by 2006 and again to 15% in 2007, this is still below the
ational average of 16%, and well below the proportion of
emale surgical residents (28%). More work remains in this
rocess, but this analysis illustrates the efficacy of a gender-
ased recruitment initiative to produce a substantial increase
n the percentage of women faculty in a relatively short time
eriod; other institutions can benefit from conducting similar
nalyses of their recruitment procedures.
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